We prove that the property of excision in algebraic K-theory is for a Q-algebra A equivalent to the H-unitality of the latter. Our excision theorem, in particular, implies Karoubi's conjecture on the equality of algebraic and topological K-theory groups of stable C*-algebras. It also allows us to identify the algebraic K-theory of the symbol map in the theory of pseudodifferential operators.
Recall from ref. 1 is acyclic. It has been proven that for a 0-algebra A the property of excision in algebraic K-theory implies the analogous property of excision in cyclic homology (2) and that the latter is equivalent to the H-unitality of A (see refs. 1 and 2). Our main objective here is to prove that H-unitality, in turn, implies excision in algebraic K-theory. THEOREM 1. For a 0D-algebra A, thefollowing conditions are equivalent:
(i) A satisfies excision in algebraic K-theory; and (ii) A is H-unital. As mentioned above, in view of the results of refs. 1 and 2, it remains to show that condition ii implies condition i. First, we remark that in order to prove excision in the algebraic K-theory it suffices to demonstrate that the canonical embedding GL(A) -> GL(A) = GL(A) D< Axinduces an isomorphism in group homology. As for the homology with finite coefficients, that is well known and trivial (see ref. 3 , for example), so the problem reduces to the similar question in rational homology. For any subgroup G C GL(A), we will denote by G the corresponding affine group G v A'. Let E(A) denote the elementary subgroup of GL(A). The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact.
(i) H*(GL(A)) = H*(GL(A)); and (ii) H*(gl(A)) = H*(gl(A)).
Let A1 be the ring AO oA We have natural inclusions gl(A) >-* gl(A) c-* gl(Al). Furthermore, gl(A) is a retract of gl(Al). Thus, if we show that H*(gl(A)) = H*(gl(Al)) that, in turn, would imply that H*(gl(A)) = H*(gl(A)) and the proof of Theorem I would be complete. If A is H-unital, the same is true for A1 (see ref.
2) and a theorem of Hanlon (7) shows that in this case H*(gl(A)) and H*(gl(Al)) are graded commutative Hopf algebras freely generated by their respective modules of primitive elements and that the latter are equal to the cyclic homology groups HC*(A) and, respectively, HC*(A1). It has been proven that the inclusion A c-* A1
induces an isomorphism in cyclic homology under the assumption that A is H-unital (2). This brings us to the end of the proof of Theorem 1.
Some additional work enables us to completely compute the groups H*(2,, ,,C*(t,',(A)) = H*(,1,,C*(t "(A))).
For an H-unital 0-algebra A, one has H* (E C*(tn(A))) = H* ( E C*(ft (A))) =.
n,o n'0a
That computation can be used to eliminate the final part of the demonstration of Theorem I given above. The proof of Theorem 2 uses in an essential way the following important result. THEOREM 3. The tensor product of any two H-unital algebras is again H-unital.
This last result holds also if one replaces the ground field C by an arbitrary commutative ring of coefficients. After certain modifications the arguments that prove Theorem I also yield the following stronger result. THEOREM 4. For any ring A, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A satisfies excision in rational algebraic K-theory; and
This result is conjectured in ref.
2. The other class of rings for which we can prove excision in integral algebraic K-theory is described in the following theorem. In the sections below we use our main result (Theorem 1 above) to settle in the positive two conjectures, both concerned with the algebraic K-theory of certain topological rings.
Karoubi's Conjecture. The following corollary of Theorem / is obtained by combining it with the results of ref. 9 . COROLLARY 3. Every locally multiplicatively convex Frechet algebra with a uniformly bounded left or right approximate unit satisfies excision in algebraic K-theory.
The class of algebras to which Corollary 3 applies contains all Banach algebras with bounded left or right approximate units. In particular, every C*-algebra satisfies excision in algebraic K-theory.
Recall that a functor F from the category of C*-algebras to the category of abelian groups is said to be homotopy The identity and zero endomorphisms of B 0 509X are homotopic.
Corollary 5 combined with the repeated use of the long exact sequences in algebraic K-theory associated with certain simple extensions of C*-algebras then shows that K,(B 0 X) canonically identifies with Kq_,,(B 0 CO(S") 08 X), q 2 n, where C0(S"1) denotes the algebra of continuous functions on the n-dimensional sphere which vanish at the "northern pole." Theorem 6 below, which settles a long-standing Karoubi is an isomorphism for every C*-algebra B.
Additive versions of Karoubi's conjecture in cyclic homology over an arbitrary subring k of C and in continuous cyclic homology have been established previously (9, 12) . A special case of Karoubi's conjecture for K2 has also been settled (10, 13) .
The Algebraic K-Theory of the Symbol Map. Let CL(X, E) denote the ring of pseudodifferential operators of classical type and of integral order, acting in the space of C'-sections of a vector bundle E on a closed manifold X. The ring CL(X, E) is connected with the ring of complete symbols CS(X, E) by means of the symbol map X.E: CL(X, E)--+ CS(X, E). If one replaces CL(X, E) by its subring CL°(X, E) of L2-bounded operators and CS(X, E) by its subring CS°(X, E) of symbols oforder s 0, one obtains the corresponding bounded symbol map OXE. Theorem 7 below describes the algebraic Mathematics: Suslin and Wodzicki B -K*(B 0 X) K-theory groups of CrXE and o°E, which are defined so that they enter into the following long exact sequences K*(oCxE) K*(CS(X, E)) < K*(CL(X, E)) and K*(oaxE)
where L denotes the ring of infinite complex matrices of rapid decay ((aij)lij. belongs to L if supj J(aijI(i + j)N) < X for all real N).
In particular, the K-groups K*(o79cE) and K*(oxE) are equal and do not depend on X or E.
We would like to emphasize that the vertical arrows in Eq. 2 involve a noncanonical identification between the ring L-X(X, E) ofoperators with smooth Schwartz kernels and the ring L. It follows from the main results of this article that the resulting maps on K-groups do not depend on how one chooses that identification.
The assertion of Theorem 7 has been conjectured previously (M.W., unpublished work). Theorem 7 suitably interpreted means that the extent to which the algebraic K-theory of pseudodifferential operators differs from the algebraic K-theory of symbols is completely described by a certain universal abelian group of values of "higher index invariants." An additive analog of Theorem 7 in cyclic homology over an arbitrary subring k of C can be found in ref. 9 , and a similar result for the continuous cyclic homology was established earlier (14) .
